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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing a SQL Server
package.
You create a script task in the
You need to dynamically set the
object named File1 by using the

Integration Services (SSIS)
package.
file name of a connection
script task Which line of code

should you add to the script task?
A.
Me.Dts.Connections("File1").AcquireConnection("C:\temp\temp.txt
")
B. Me.Dts.Connections("File1").ConnectionString =
"C:\temp\temp.txt"
C. Me.Dts.Connections("File1").Variables.Item["FileName"].value
= "C:\temp\temp.txt"
D.
Me.Dts.Connections("File1").Properties.Item["FileName"].Setvalu
e = "C:\temp\temp.txt"
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
For which three record types can you assign varying levels of
access to team members by adding them to the Account Team for
one of your accounts?
A. Opportunities
B. Leads
C. Contacts
D. Tasks
E. Accounts
F. Appointments
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
When a new member is added to an account team:
* The new member also becomes a member of the contact team for
each contact related to the account, provided that an access
profile is specified in the Contact Access field (A) in the
user record on the account team.
* The new member also becomes a member of the opportunity team
(B) for each opportunity related to the account, provided that
an access profile is specified in the Opportunity Access field
in the user record on the account team (E).

NEW QUESTION: 3
The project is part of a program to increase the number of ABC
courses that respond to legislation. The program manager has
instructed the project manager to deliver the 'e-learning
course' incrementally. The project manager has asked the
program manager how often the highlight reports are required,
and what format the reports should be presented in.
Is this an appropriate approach to controlling progress, and
why?
A. No, because the progress controls should be documented in
the project initiation documentation.
B. Yes, because the project event-driven controls need to align

to program controls.
C. No, because the program team should review project progress
using peer reviews.
D. Yes, because the approach should support the delivery
approach selected by the program.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements is true regarding the
communication of audit engagement observations?
A. Criteria, condition, cause, and effect do not need to be
communicated for insignificant observations with adquate
compensating key controls.
B. Criteria, condition, cause, and effect must be communicated
for material observations only.
C. Criteria, condition, cause, and effect must be communicated
for all engagement observations.
D. Criteria, condition, cause, and effect must be communicated
for material observations and significant deficiencies only.
Answer: C
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